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dowry must be repaid. Marriage does
not imply a property partnership.
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“The Drama League of America is
now well
organized and its activities
will result in a larger patronage for
the better class of plays,” said Carl
Milan, director of the public library,
and one of the organizers of the Bir“We
mingham branch of the league.
have about 200 members here ami we
hope to bring the number up to 600
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or 700 before the end of the year.
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f
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Turkish Women

‘‘The Ht. Louis orchestra and the Cincinnati orchestra purpose making midwinter
tours in the south.
If we have Damrosch
next year it will be late in May when he
starts on his transcontinental tour.
"There is a great deal more interest in

warfare.

bf

York and Boston; in other words,

the full orchestra.

The modern soldier looks queer wearing
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know when
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is
food
London
suffering increased
prices during the war. In Russia things
are otherwise, for food cannot be exported now, and is, therefore, much cheapA Russian writes
from Archangel
er.
that eggs can be bought at Is 3d per
100, while the best meat and fresh salmon
are never more than 9d or 7d per pound.
Lucky Russian housewives!
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Oneonta Southern Democrat: The faris the real producer of wealth in this
section of country and the only
way for
any of us to have real and permanent
prosperity is to see that the farmer gets
a square deal.
When the farmer prospers
everybody prospers.
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York
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"Alice in Wonderland”
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New York Is going to have

soon
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the morning, the
days
being to attract the children who
Very
to be home and in bed early.
ago at 11 in

a

moving

will
picture house where the performance
athegin at midnight, the idea being to
to
tract the crowd that doesn't know tvhat
of
do with Itself during the long watches
night.
Saturday morning matinee is predicated on the fact that with the girls home
from school to help around, It is posof
sible to get the breakfast dishes out
the nay, the beds made and the carpet
pushed over the rugs, and still

the
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"Tilton airs his views freely."
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Forthwith the bard In anger swore
And fulminated roundly.
Which blighted, blooms along the shore
And shocked the fish profoundly.

philosopher.

near
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foreland stood
Intent to frame a sonnet;
The wind that day was rather rude
And soon blew off Ida bonnet.
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looks 100 per cent betwhen I was here last

It was
know, is in the foremost rank.
here three years ago, but it had then
only the usual number of men—about 50—
carried on long tours. But in February
the orchestra, if it appears here, will have
the same number of players that it carried

Dr.

rr

Evening

I do not like the submarine.
It has a sneaking way
was on!
And when It coma upon the scene
suburb—
active
the
its way to
service, and
Its purpose Is to slay.
of the deep.
especially the girl portion—had turned out Like any monster
It steals upon its prey
Then it was that one
to weep.
And innocents are put to sleep

bring the entire orchestra of 85 men
to this section.
He expressed the hope
that he could secure a Birmingham booking. This orchestra, as all musical folks
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English ship, flying the English flag,
the Gulf light was not. Mr. Bryan points
out the difference with rare acumen.

But the man, whether younj;
event of a breach between the Unitec
or old, who feels that he can, withir
the narrow limit of one day out ol j States and Germany. And, of course
all patriotic Americans will be as one
every 365, give to his mother all the
tribute due her, is making a misera man in standing by the President.
There is reason to hope, however
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ington government

year spirit of the man.
Mother is entitled to every day
the year so long as man lives.
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economical wife.

deal

German government wil!
the government of the

free exercise and

Clearly the principle of Mother’s
Day is worthy of unqualified indorse-
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Anyway, he
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performance
of its sacred duty of maintaining the
rights of the United States and it;
citizens and of safeguarding theii

one

ery unless it
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United States to omit any word

sunshine and our flowers over each
day of the year instead of bunchins

bit of the feast

reports, the girl reconsidered and
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after day, week aft wisdom they will not cause the
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them all in
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clergyman, started proceedings to recover

number

a

Day?

were

long

a

bringing with him

trip to marry-her,

any act necessary to the

goes—bu

don’t you think it would he a wholi
lot better if you made every one ol
the 365 days in the year a Mother's

we

having been jilted by

man.

betrothed, after he had made

ills

rare

conclusion

er's Day, and machine-like you fel
into the procession and followed tin
custom of the day. All of which ii

sistent if

of cartridges.

than 100 American lives in
sight when ploughing through the water,
the sinking of the Lusitania, is the
a
great
hut the direction it takes has
It is couched
most masterful of all.

Moth

week, month after month ?
In short, wouldn’t it be more
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of justice as
but this
skill,
literary
latest protest, called forth by the loss
well

This all came about somewhat auto-
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an

supply of rice
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French chefs who have joined the |olors
in France, and the German and Austrian
men cooks who are no longer holding such
positions, are to be replaced in London
fered
The restaurants by women.
for shipment to this city.
Classes are being started at the Northfarmer
vided attention to the cultivation of cot- ern Polytechnic at Holloway, where womton and is beginning, to concentrate on en cooks will be trained.
The students will deal with the menus
products which can be utilized at home,
from
a
such as pork, peas, corn, potatoes and of different restaurants,
very
cheap meal to the business man’s half
honey.
"While more home cured bacon and a crown lunch.
ham is now being received by my conCrossland avenue, Hull, claims the reccern from Tennessee than from Alabama,
ord for the number of men who
have
the dealers of this state are furnishing a
joined the services, taking into account
considerable proportion of the meats,
the number of houses.
poultry, eggs and honey consumed here,
There are 18 houses in this workingand the quality of the Alabama products
class street.
In three there are no availruns high.
It was only last week that
able men, the occupants being widows,
we received a 2000-pound shipment of the
and in another one man was rejected.
highest grade of honey from south AlaThe remaining 14 houses have supplied
bama and shortly afterward a solid car14 men for the army, and one w'ho is
load of ‘speckled’ peas.
"Consignments of poultry and eggs are mine-sweeping.
arriving daily from all parts of the state,
This is a story which all Paris is telling
and I believe the enterprising farmer is
—or hearing.
The men. after a strenuous
now
fast approaching a state of inde- day in the rain 'and
the mud. had eaten
pendence by virtue of thrift and indus- their
evening meal and fallen asleep in
extry. Birmingham certainly offers an
their shelter. Presently a voice came from
cellent market for high grade produce
the entrance, “Moi, Boche!” No one took
here
of all kinds, and the consumer
any notice.
Again the voice was heard:
shows great discrimination and apprecia"Me, German!" Thinking it was some
tion in regard to securing the best that
sort of new w’heeze, a sleepy voice replied:
the state affords.’’
"Shut up and let us go to sleep.” But
the stranger insisted: ”Moi, Boche!’* He
Planning gout hern Tours
"Several of the symphony orchestras was greeted with a chorus of hearty imprecations, and remained silent.
In the
are beginning to make plans for southern
tours during the coming sea8on,”*~said a morning, w'hen the French soldiers aw’okc,
they found a German
deserter
beside
member of the musical set.
"1 had a letter a few days ago from them. He had arrived at the shelter to
Wendell Heighten, manager of the Min- give himself up the night before, but no
neapolis orchestra, in which he said he one would listen to him. So he lay down
where he was and decided to wait till his
was trying to work lip a sufficient num- !
her of southern engagements for Febru- hosts were in a better temper.
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Honor Thy Mother
Last Sunday you wore a carnation.
heard excelled.
Perhaps you sat in church and
The note makes it plain that there
discuss the piety of
gome preacher
must be no evasion on the part of Ihc
filial devotion. If away from home, German government. The German
mother.
foreign office is called upon to disyou wrote a letter to your
or- avow the acts of which the United
Very likely you telegraphed an

far

the

parts of the state* and with shipboth Alabama and Tennessee
end since the inauguration of the diversification campaign here there has been
a noticeable increase in
both the quantity and variety of farm products of-

ar-
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water bottle,

aluminum
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eontentment rather titan great gain
with my
Slay I do all after counsel
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Amen.—H. SI. E,
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During the Russo-Japanese, war the
equipment of a Japanese soldier included
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day, this document will become hisliny
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overcoat
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department to Ambassador Gerard
Thursday night and delivered by him
to .the German foreign office yester-

Bell

nnd

pair of shoes,

one

rubber

one

makes friendly reply and agrees to with which he
was able to boil water in a
acquiesce in all the terms of Presi- pale of wind. Although it is customary for
dent Wilson’s clearly and vigorously troops going into battle to discard every-
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wars.

tent, tent pins,

In the

way from the Potomac to

I*
Improving rapidly," said
Shorter of New York, who is a partner
In a well known mercantile concern
j
"I have visited a half dozen southj
rrn
cities this month, and I am in
'bright!
touch with the business throughout
lad sang out. “Cheer up. girl, they can’t
the south.
It is not too much to say
kill us all. Some of us are bound to come
that in a
majority of the southern
states conditions have become almost back to tell you the story.” Was it stoicnormal again.
ism or cynicism.

packet, canteen, canteen strap,

shelter

blanket,

in

street,
European bureau, 6 Henrietta
Covent Garden, London.
48 t0
Eastern business office. Rooms
New
Tribune building,
60. Inclusive.
ottlce,
business
western
York city;
The fa. C.
Tribune building, Chicago.
101Beckwith Special Agency, agents
elffn advertising.

hnve

first aid

spoon,

States will be awaited anxiously, but

lug.

They

fasteners, rifle cartridge belt suspenders,

are

belt

blanket, roll straps, haversack, meat can
used
as a frying pan, cup. knife, fork,
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"Business conditions
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Japanese soldier carries

current

Remittances can be made
exchange. The Age-Herald will
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Turkish

magazine, rifle,
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rifle
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onet,
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Southern Bunlnenn Condition!*

battle most of this equipment is discarded,
Alabama Products Increase
masculine may come later. Just now
"Crop diversification is now the watchwith little chance of its being recovered.
women
it is the ambition of Turkish
word in rural
Alabama.” said V. W.
Seasoned men care little for a knapsack,
Wood.
to acquire knowledge and spread it
The
use.
universal
in
and it is no longer
"I keep in close touch with farmers
among their sisters.
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footing with Turkish men and they are
taking university training in large
numbers, they are not yet ready for
suffrage. Demanding the ballot and
entering pursuits that are essentially
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W. D. Brumbeloe are the only authorTie
ized traveling representatives of
Age-Herald in Its circulation depart-
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try are destined to play an important
part in its future, a future characterized by freedom of thought and economic advancement. However, despite
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sweeper
have time to

got out of the kimono and
Into the uniform and away by 10:30 o'clock.
Besides, if a woman is galted to tango
she can sandwich In a before-noon mati-

have

some

dark hours

on

their

hands,

so

speak.

to

“The 10-cent Pullman,” said Walter Rosenberg, vice president of the motion picture organization, who is to inaugurate
the experiment, “is filling a long-felt want
In Chicago. If New York is as wide awake
as Chicago it can sit up and
be entertained until 5 O'clock in the morning.
With many people sleeping at night is so
much wasted time.
New York works in
The off time for recreation of
shifts.
some of New York's workers is after the
clock strikes 12.
What chance have those
people to play golf or tennis, or visit the
museum or the aquarium?
None. They
have to sit around and' wait for the dawn.
Why shouldn’t they sit in at a three-

baseball

Scottsboro
the

“When
New

clock strikes 12 and the
substitute for a hush lias fal-

the

York

English trawlers into
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Springs Herald: The sinking of
the Lusitania may not be the only reason
for the drop in the cotton market. Planting time is about over with and a drop
due anyway.
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recent innovation in a pubmuch-disconveyance is the

HE most
lic

to

use

cussed jitney which has been put
in all the large cities ot the coun-

a great measure is replacing
the taxicab, another vehicle let for hire,

try, and in
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the instinct that imcpls a man to be so
scrupulously accurate when the error is
in his own favor.
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BAILEY AND THE CAB

Bf-ogressive Age: Germany's

marines.”

was

^

players.

latest industrial stunt is that of convert-

ing all

*

reel film?

been pushed o’er the city, the welsign will be displayed at the door
and all will be ready.
nee between ordering the Sunday dinner
“There is nothing to prevent a person
the first number on the p. m. dance
and
Moundsville News: “Know' thyself,” and
sleep between
which will help keep her mind stealing a few minu.es’
you probably add one more to your list erf programme,
reels, but special policemen will be on
occupied.
undesirable acquaintances.
Tlie dog watch movies, or the 10-eent the orchestra beat to prevent anything else
Decaturs Daily: Who can doubt the Pullman, as they are called, will fill an- being stolen. At the first call for breakIt will be at the Garrick. fast in the dnng cari the house will be
consistency of the British people, now other field.
that they are showing’ their disapproval There's a large and steadily growing closed to all except the cleaner.
of the cruelty of the Kaiser by mobbing number of New Yorkers who are afflict“My plan is to keep the movies moving
the noncombatant German population of ed with Insomnia only at night
They continuously from 9 in the morning until
With films your actors
the “Tight Little Isle.”
have to find something 10 uo to take 5 the next day.
And think how a man
never get tired.
restlessly on their
the place of tossing
can entertain his wife and children when
Albertville Banner: Any time you becouches. Then there are the train crews he goes home for breakfast after a night
come
displeased with your name just on
the night runs into New York, who at the pictures. The 10-cent Pullman is
hunt up a spoiling page of a newspaper
have to go out on the several 5:20s, and bound to be popular.”
and take a look at the name of some of
those

j

our

idly recovering
pression that a few’ months ago left upon
us.

which has been in less connon use
account of the license attached and the
exclusiveness provided.
Almost since the introduetlon of the carevoluriage there has been a gradual
tion in such public conveyance, the invenof
tion of the motor car taking the place

but
on

the hackney

carriage and

hansome

cab

many years in use.
Both England and France lay claim to
having been the country in which conveyfor

so

the public were first Vised. England is undoubtedly entitled to the credit
when in 1626 Captain Baily, a retired sea
captain ot Ingenious mind, established the
The point
Louisville Courier-Journal;
The earhackney carriage in London.
to lie remembered in considering German's
liest reference to his project that has
submarine
of
her
announced modification
been discovered is an account of the enprogramme is that the main issue as beterprise as told by one Gerrard in a
not
altween Germany and civilization is
Stratford, which bears the
ances for

WAR ECHOES

English. There the moving spirit
Nicholas Sauvage, who, living at the sign of St. Place in the Rue
3t. Martin, gave the name of his dwelling
to the modern French
fiacre, or cab.
In its origin this was a sort of hooded gig,
and allowed but a single passenger, as
the driver occupied one end of the only
seat.
Gradually it became known as the
while the woM
“cabriolet de
place,”
“fiacre” was transferred to four-wheelwith the
was a

certain

i

ers.

This French style of carriage finally
English channel, and the cabrioler came into general use in England
with the abbreviated name "cab.” This
crossed the

}

in 1820, and 14 years later a Birmingmanufacturer named Hansom patLord
which
ented the “hansom cab,”
Beaconsfield styled “the gondola of London.” Hansom’s patent safety cab originwas

ham

ally consisted of a square body, the two
w’heels being seven and one-half feet in
Atlanta branch, organized before ours,
diameter, the same height as the vehicle.
has about 600 members.
This same cab, but slightly changed by
“Tiie drama league attempts no cenmaking the wheels smaller, was and is
It only endeavors
still in use in all countries, but has been
sorship of plays.
letter to Lord
by organized and systematic effort to
gradually replaced by the taxicab In this
The torpedoing of untered one whit.
In this letter tile
In Lonas well as by the jitney.
date of April 1, 1634.
create a wider interest in plays that
coiyitry
armed merchant vessels—nf whatever narre
don the four-wheelers have generally been
writer states:
distinctly wholesome and of real
tionality— without warning, will continue
artistic merit.
“I cannot omit to mention any new thing termed “Clarances,” deriving the nloteto convict the German admiralty of bar"Every one who appreciates the eduthat comes up amongst us, though never name after the popular Duke of Clarof
admission
responsibility
her
cational value of the stage should join barism;
Here is one Captain Baily; he ence.
so trivial.
for damage to neutral shipping does not
the league.’’
hath
been a sea captain; but now lives on
the
RINGLING AS A GUEST
What
Germitigate that indictment.
tries
the land about this city, where he
man note amounts to Is merely a recession
Opening of Warrior An Epoch
the
New York Journal of ComFrom
He hath erected, according
The opening of the Warrior from Cor- from the original announcement that Ger- experiments.
merce.
some four hackney coaches,
to
his
ability,
dova to connect with the deeper waters many would not be responsible for harm
John Ringling, of Ringling Bros, left
and appointed them
leading to the Gulf of Mexico is an epoch befalling neutral vessels within her "war put his men in livery
in the Strand, giving the Barnum & Bailey circus over In Philain Alabama's progressive life glorious zone." This Is something very different to stand at Maypole,
at what rates to carrydelphia Sunday and came over to New
to contemplate,” said Dr. R. F. Love- from a guarantee that such harm will not them instructions
the town, where
men into several ports of
board
of
of
the
removed
is
further
from
York to be the guest of honor at a dinner
revenue,
it
even
lady, president
befall;
be had.
who returned
from
Thursday's exer- any assurance that neutrals sailing on all day they may
this way. given by the Friars at the Hotel Aitor.
"Other hackney men seeing
rises filled with enthusiasm.
British unarmed merchant ships are safe.
Mr. Ringling did not come alone, however.
same place and perthe
to
flocked
they
"It is now up to the people of not
At for attacks on innocent neutral vesat the same rate
He brought with him a number of his cirtheir
journeys
formed
Birmingham alone, but of Jefferson coun- sels, these, says the note, lie outside the
20 of them
cus freaks and
circus acts, which were
that sometimes there are
ty from Warrior to Locust Fork, to “Intention" of the German admiralty. So
which disperse up and down, sbiown and duly
unite hi a concerted, well ordered plan That settles nothing at all.
appreciated at the dinTo claim an together,
and others are to be had everyto utilize, practically and profitably, this accident Is an easy thing to do. Germany's and they
be had at the ner.
t%>
are
where, as watermen
new artery of commerce with which nawillingness to make reparation may cleat
It was one of the most novel dinners the
Everybody Is much pleased
waterside.
ture endowed us, and which the federal the situation somewhat between hersell
The reception
whereas \efore coaches could Friars ever have given.
for
it.
with
government made feasible by liberal ap- and the individual owners of the neutra
had but at great rates, now a room, adjoining the banquet ball, was
be
not
vessels attacked; but the material cast
propriations.
one much cheaper."
man may have
turned into a side show', with a canvas
"I do hope all the people of all classes between the government of Germany anc
was
At first the number of these cabs
and saw'dust on the floor. Along
may stand united for the best plan thal the neutral governments Is barely altered
ceiling
limited in London to 20, but within 30
after
careful study
ol It Is to be noted that the note Is so word
may devised,
built and
became so to be one side a platform had been
convenience
their
the question, to give Birmingham th€ ed that it doea not declare a change li years
number was increased on this wrere exhibited seven or eight
the
that
fullest measure of benefit that will folpolicy save In the particular of repara recognisedthe time of Charles II a procla- freaks. At one end of the curio hall was
to a*. In
low cheaper freight rates. It means great
tion; it merely reasserts what the Ger
circus lemonade and
mation was issijpd that the excessive a long counter, where
things for our industries; it promises a man Intentions have been and are.
nimber of hackney carriages (then about other things were served.
fairer field for our merchants' jobbers
When the guests were seated Mr. RingPLANT, IN HATE, KILLED MAN
40, e), was /ound to be a common nuis- I
particularly in competitive business, anO
Abbot George M.
an.le. "by reason of their rude and dis- ling was beside Friar
Presa.
the
From
Philadelphia
lastly, it will be of material benefit 1c
w’eie
Cohan, and others at the guest table
r ordtrly standing and passing to and fro
fear
and
the
show
rockets
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every citizen. We must not let any ques
Sam H. Harris,
of thes s In iJbd about our cities and suburbs, the Borough President Marks,
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of
hatred.
Both
full
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tion of a selfish nature handicap th<
Nat Goodare plants, but that does not prevent ther
streets and highways being thereof pes- George C. Tyler, Sam Scribner,
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the precise route of a standard road to
Alfred Rips*
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One-six
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by the greater one tf a complete sys
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"Give
,
to
waiting
ship
and Bessemer, through
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tem possessed by the carnivorous plant
at Mobile.
nas Hardy.
It would be more dangerous than th
enjoy the earth no less
"The prospect of a fine location fo r and
cholera." said Prof. Henry G. "Waite
the all enacting Might
e
health and pleasure resorts for all classe s
the plant research bureau
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